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UnrealCV is a project1 to help computer vision researchers build virtual worlds using Unreal
Engine 4 (UE4). It extends UE4 with a plugin by providing:
• A set of UnrealCV commands to interact with the virtual world.
• Communication between UE4 and an external program, such as Caffe.

Introduction

Features

Architecture

Conclusion
UnrealCV provides an Unreal Engine plugin to help researchers create virtual worlds. The
project is open-source and hosted in Github, where it got more than 300 stars in the first
month since release. We are working on: providing more features, integrating with OpenAI
gym and improving stability.
We hope UnrealCV can be useful for your research. We encourage people to modify and
extend its functions. If you are interested in using UnrealCV, please send us an email or join
online discussion.
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• Extensibility
Functions of UnrealCV are provided by a set of commands. The command system is designed
in a modular way and can be easily extended. Details can be found in the architecture section.
• Ease of use
UnrealCV can be used in two ways. The first is using a compiled game binary with UnrealCV
embedded2. This is as simple as running a game and no knowledge of Unreal Engine is
required. The second is installing UnrealCV plugin to Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) and use the
editor of UE4 to build a new virtual world. Tutorials are provided to get started.
• Rich resources
The plugin is compatible with recent versions of UE4 and no need to modify the engine code.
Many UE4 projects and resources can be found online3.
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Application
We use two applications to demonstrate the usefulness of UnrealCV
• Generating a synthetic image dataset with detailed annotations
Use a virtual camera to take photos, get depth and object masks with 10 lines of python code4

• Diagnosing a deep network algorithm
We use Faster-RCNN model trained on PASCAL and test it in the virtual world by varying
rendering configurations, e.g. viewpoint.

Scan QR code or visit:
bit.ly/unrealcv_links
to get these links
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UnrealCV consists of two parts. 1. UnrealCV server is a plugin embedded into the UE4 Editor
or into a compiled game binary. 2. UnrealCV client is a library written in Python and
MATLAB and can be integrated with programs such as Caffe. Client and server communicate
with a plain text protocol using socket. The functions are provided by a set of commands. The
relationship of components is shown in Fig.3.
• UnrealCV commands
We summarize what researchers need for applications, e.g. dataset generation, training with
reinforcement learning, and design a set of extensible commands. The first part of a command
is an action which can be either vset or vget. The second part is an URI representing the
resource in a virtual world.
Camera control
vset /camera/[id]/location [x] [y] [z]
vset /camera/[id]/rotation [pitch] [yaw] [roll]
Ground truth generation
vget /camera/[id]/depth
vget /camera/[id]/object_mask
Control object
vset /object/[obj_name]/location [x] [y] [z]
Interaction
vset /action/presskey [keyname]
A complete list of commands is provided in project page1.

Motivation
Researchers have created realistic virtual worlds and have demonstrated that synthetic data is
very helpful for many applications [1-5]. A virtual world can produce images with ground
truth and in which: (i) an agent can perceive, navigate, and take actions, (ii) properties of the
worlds can be modified and (iii) physical simulations can be performed. But creating realistic
virtual worlds is not easy.
However, the game industry has spent a lot of effort on creating 3D worlds, which a player can
interact with. Researchers can use these resources (examples are shown in Fig.2) to create
virtual worlds, provided we can access and modify the internal data structures of the video
game.
We present UnrealCV, a plugin of UE4, which enables researchers to access and modify the
data structures of games, if we have the access to the game project. The goal of UnrealCV is to
use the power of UE4 to make virtual worlds easier to create, use and share.

The Faster-RCNN code tries to detect the sofa from different views. For each az/el
combination, the distance from the camera to the sofa was varied from 200cm to 290 cm.
The results are in Tab.1.


